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FROM THE PRESIDENT – ‘Presidential Ponderings’
Welcome to the Christmas edition of Billboard where we review “Walking
On Sunshine” and hope to bring back some happy memories.
Each year in this edition I say that we thought it would be hard to equal or
surpass the previous year’s show but we always seem to manage it. This
year was no exception and many congratulations to Val and her
production team in coming up with the goods once again.
Ticket sales of 96% was terrific, this is to all intents and purposes is a sell
out, the remaining 4% being complimentary seats, those taken out for the
video recording and the odd few singles here and there.
From the financial point of view this means that along with other savings we can expect a
healthy profit to be reported at the AGM next year and at this point I must express our thanks to
Steve and Jacque Cook who provided all the scenery for the show free of charge to enable us
to give £500 to the Guide Dogs from the saving. This was a very generous thing to do and we
are most grateful.
The involvement of the Guide Dogs was a great success and their enthusiasm (and their
owners’ enthusiasm) was a joy. The audiences loved their appearances on stage and in the
foyer and their supporters helped in selling tickets too.
We had a larger on-stage company this year and I wondered if everyone would fit on the stage
especially when the children appeared. I needn’t have worried, they all looked great and once
again I must pay tribute to Carole and her team for the tremendous efforts in costuming
everyone so beautifully.
The musical sections were a terrific spectacle and along with Paul’s compering, Cathy and
Brian’s comedy all made for a great mixture. We are lucky to have the children from Claines
and Wilden and of course from Harlequin who add another dimension to the show and are
always popular with the audiences. So a big well done to absolutely everyone involved in the
show.
So we look forward to “Razzle Dazzle” and all the rehearsals leading up to it. All being well Gill
and I will be away in Australia for Meet The Show Night but I’m sure you will manage without us
and we will be back in time for auditions and first rehearsal.
In the meantime see you at the AGM/DVD night and from both of us have a very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Dick

FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Chairman’s Chunterings
Another great show and, having given nearly 100 tickets to
Guide Dogs as part of our support for them, almost a sellout.
With a profit on the programme (thanks Phil) and Di and John
raising £800 at rehearsal raffles, there will be a welcome
financial surplus to boost our reserves.
The show does not end when the curtain comes down on
Saturday night and the get out is a big job that needs to be
done quickly. Our backstage crew needs a small number of
strong young people to commit to helping with this next
year, so please think who to ask; friends, partners, family or
maybe you know someone for whom it would look good on a
work experience dossier or CV.
It has been a pleasure to have chaired your hardworking committee for another
year, and to have welcomed on to it Mary as backstage rep and Julie Ford as
Assistant Secretary. We are a group of friends working to making a success of
WMTC and if you would like to contribute by joining the committee and seeing
how it works behind the scenes, please make your interest known. As last time,
the AGM will take place on Video Night on Saturday 7 January 2017, and you will
have received notice of the meeting and a nomination form from Jonathan.
It is a pleasure to see WMTC in good heart, with the musical content of our 2017
show nearly finalised (and recording of the rehearsal CD begun) and ideas for
2018 and beyond starting to gel.
I look forward to seeing most of you at the carol singing at Worcester Royal
Hospital on Monday 19 December and afterwards at PYPLC, and wish you a happy
Christmas from…
David & Margaret

Ticket News from Gill
Over the last few weeks since 'Walking on Sunshine' I have had steady stream of
advance bookings for 'Razzle Dazzle' .
Most of these of course have been from our faithful patrons who have been following
us for many years. Some post their booking forms
whilst others like to ring for a chat and have been
very complimentary about this years show. They like
to make sure their favourite seats are available for
their chosen nights. At this time of year that is no
problem, apart from one gentleman who wanted
Clive Crumps favourite seat ( NO WAY !! ) I managed
to talk him into another!
So, at the moment we have 277 seats pre booked that
is 13%
What a brilliant start to the new year of W.M.T.C
I will be allocating seats and sending out invoices in
February
I will have flyers with me at video night if anyone wants to pre book

Gill x

FROM THE SHOW PRODUCER
Show Producer’s Chirrupings
What a show ! What a company ! What a crew!
What a time we had ! Not without its moments! ....
Well done all the poorly people for carrying on as
much as they could and well done to everyone
who stepped up and stood in without a murmur !!!!
Well not to me anyway !!!! 'Walking on Sunshine'
will always be remembered for the Guide
Dogs, who, lets face it became the stars of the
show .
One of
my favourite photos of the
week was the one taken by Ed
from the wings, showing
puppy Blake, surrounded by
the beautiful legs of our ladies
as he strode out to his
moment of fame . The Guide
Dog volunteers were such
wonderful people to be with
and we can't wait to support
them again .
In the seven weeks since the
curtain came down , the
creative team have been hot
on the trail of exciting ideas for
2017 and we can't wait to tell
you all about Razzle Dazzle on Meet the Show night . Once again we
can promise you many nights of rehearsal, lots of hard work, lots of
laughs and a show that you will all be proud to be a part of . I've been
involved in many shows over the last 50 years and I can honestly say
that our opening night of 'Walking on Sunshine' was without doubt the
best first night ever. One of the reasons why was because we had a full
house. So let's dispel the myth that first nights aren't the best, and let's
make a seat for the opening night of Razzle Dazzle the hottest ticket in
town.
Have a happy and healthy Christmas with your families and friends .
Here's to a wonderful 2017,
Love Val xxx

Visit to the Guide Dogs for the Blind Training Headquarters at
Royal |Leamington Spa - 3rd. September 2016
A small group of intrepid WMTC individuals visited the main training
centre for guide dogs in England. We met up with over a hundred dogs
in training, at play, eating and resting.

A number of our group volunteered to experience what it would be like
to be guided by a trained dog and appreciated just how important the
bond of trust is between the guide and the guided. We were also
convinced that we had chosen the right charity this year.

Rehearsals
During September, as the show got ever closer, the rehearsals became more
concentrated, and yet more fun as we got nearer to the finished result that we
were striving for. The men practiced Val’s singing section (incessantly) the
girls sang and danced (brilliantly!), the children were incredibly focussed, and
we were all entranced at the end result - we knew even then that we had a
good one on our hands.

Now you see us…..

Now you don’t…..

Meanwhile, one of our number had
his head shaved for charity - well
done Brendan - we are unsure which
version we prefer……

Excellent
surfboards and
stylish surfers!

Friends and Family Night
On 26th September, everyone’s family, and friends of WMTC were invited to
come to rehearsal if they wished to see how the show was coming along. We ran
through most of the show (this was scary to say the least!), and a good time was
had by the large audience - the cast on the other hand realised how much work
was needed to get all the words and moves under their belt!

Some of our well
established members
made sure to occupy
the front row to ensure
the best view……….

…..of the evening’s
proceedings.

And the dogs turned up too!

Boys Practice Singing (Curry and Beer) Night One of the WMTC traditions is the Boys ‘practice’ night at Dave Alban’s.
As usual, we started off very seriously, and yet within an hour, the
proceedings were a lot more relaxed - this has, of course, nothing to do
with the consumption of alcohol that accompanies the practice, and
once we had the break and consumed the excellent curry provided by
Dave, the singing became (to our ears at least!) even better, and
certainly louder.

Band Call
Band Call always gets the pulse stirring as we realise just how close to the show
we are! It is a special get together of all the components that will produce the
final show, not just the band and company, but all the backstage teams.

It is also special because PYPLC becomes its very own Tardis, as we somehow
fit into the two practice rooms the band and all their equipment, the singer
dancers and singers, both teams of Claines and Wilden children and the team of
Harlequin dancers, and an audience!!!! An exciting day, only to be rivalled by the
show itself.

We also had some very young
members turn up, but notice how
Edward already knows to look at the
camera.

Costume Night
As usual, our costume team, led by Carole, came up with the goods by
producing stunning sets of costumes for all the sections. We don’t know
how they do it, but we know that the end result provides a wow factor to
the show as a whole.

Fun Run
A long-standing tradition is that on the Friday before the ‘get in’ and
Technical, we have a run-through, but with a difference - we dress up to
a theme, and then perform as best we can, impeded by whatever we
have chosen to wear. This year the theme was ‘Dress for the Sun and
Bring Your Ted for Fun’. See if you can spot the ‘unusual’ ladies in the
chorus.
After the ‘Run’ (and it really is fun!) most of us traditionally go over to
Bowl Extreme to drink and dance the night away. However, this is not the
end for the ‘youngs’ as many of them then hit the town until the small
hours, whilst others, (like your editors!) repair home to bed to catch up on
some well deserved sleep. We would like some of their energy!!!

Get In and Technical Rehearsal
As always, the ‘Get in’ on Sunday 30th October was hard graft
enlivened by the large number of people involved, including not only our
dedicated backstage crew, but also many members of cast. There was
great organisation, high spirits, bacon sandwiches, and such a smooth
operation that we were ready actually before time!! Well done to Colin,
John, Phil, Mark and Seb (our new lighting supremo) and everyone
else who helped.
We must always remember that the company have been rehearsing for
6 months (with another 4 months in the planning and recording), but the
backstage team only get a day!!!!
Being the President has
its perks! Is that a halo
above Dick’s Head?

How does it
go together?

Bacon sarnies and
coffee make it all
worthwhile.

No costumes, no make-up, people wandering all over the place, but
plenty of excitement!

It looks a bit wrinkly
chaps!

They want me to
do what?

Is this the right
backcloth for the
island paradise
section?

Walking on Sunshine’ Dress Rehearsal
The Monday night saw the Dress Rehearsal. An exhilarating, scary,
fantastic time as the 6 months of rehearsal gets put onstage with all
that goes with it – the Costumes, Staging, Lights, Sounds, Props,
Orchestra, and last but not least the Company, including WMTC,
Harlequin, and the children from Claines and Wilden Primary Schools.
With well over 160 people on stage and backstage all contributing to
this massive effort (including Dancers and both teams of Claines and
Wilden children), it is remarkable that it ran so smoothly. It was, in fact a
great ‘Dress’, and at the end, everyone was really delighted to be able
to toast the show (yet another tradition!)

Walking on Sunshine - Show Photographs
Shine

Mary Poppins eat your heart out!

What perfect symmetry! And there was rain (and milk!)

Little Red Hat - a beautiful duet

You lucky old dog, Paul!

Fun in the Sun

The multitudes on stage and we’re not all there yet! Why is there a ship sinking in the background?

The cast really going for it and having a wonderful time.

Aerobics with Cath

Strictly Movies

Don’t hold that last note too long, the girls aren’t hollow!

Great dancing and singing.

Who’s that crusty old judge only giving a 7 for such a fine performance?

Harlequin’s The Invisibles

Pure Imagination

Just one voice

and more

Everything’s so damn green!

Much more colour. A great act one finale.

and more!

Motown

Brian strutting his stuff.

Full extension girls and boys!

The Prayer

Jacqui didn’t really need the men to support her, but she got them, whether she liked it or not!

Harlequin’s - The Long Road

First Ladies of Country

Who’s that guy who just wandered on stage and started to sing?

Debs in fine form

What a bunch of rednecks!

Remember? - Brian?

Bonnie - Cath

The Airport

Debs hoping for a soft landing!

Synchronised leaning (or banking to be aeronautical!)

You’ll never take off like that!

Polka

These girls really have taken off!

With a Little Help from My Friends - Finale

Nice corsages girls!

If you’ve got it flaunt it!

We lean to the right……..

...and then we lean to the left!

And our friends appeared too

Real confetti cannons, not pockets of slash!

Meanwhile, backstage

Colin keeps an eye on things!

And so does Blake!

Russ is ever camera aware!

The Band up above - Nice knees, Mat

Whilst down below, the denizens of the Bat Cave

They don’t call her ‘Two
Brooms Love ‘ for
nothing!

Our Charity Donation - The Guide Dogs for the Blind Association

Message from the local branch of Guide Dogs for the Blind
Dear WMTC,
What an amazing week in more ways than one, an amazing show and an amazing
result for Guide Dogs!
I can confirm that I have now banked ( with a ‘ Donate a Name’ code ) your cheque
for £2,000 together with £1,071.37 which we collected over the week in the
buckets. What a fantastic total of £3071.37.
In addition to this, the profile and awareness of Guide Dogs was raised to all your
audiences and we sold £673.50 worth of goods on the trading stall with the profit
from this all coming to Guide Dogs.
All our volunteers, including the dogs, really enjoyed being there as everyone was
so friendly, helpful and supportive and you even got me on stage for the first time in
my life!
Please do pass on a HUGE THANK YOU to everyone at WMTC for all their support
and making us so welcome. Thank you for choosing Guide Dogs as your charity for
this year’s show. Please don’t hesitate to let me know if we can be of any further
assistance or you would like to see our puppy’s progress at a later date.
Yours
Ruth
Volunteer Treasurer - Worcester Branch Guide Dogs

First Night Curry (Tuesday)

The Parties!

WMTC are creatures of habit and tradition! After the first night we go next door to
celebrate with a large takeaway curry.

Backstage party (Wednesday)

Another tradition, the cast acknowledge the huge amount of work by all of the
backstage crew with a guard of honour as they troop into the SAMA Room for drinks
and nibbles

The Backstage Crew in all their Glory!

Chilli Night (Thursday)

The Acers cellars have seen many a Chili in a Bread Bowl Night and this year was no
exception.

Last Night Party (Friday)
Although Friday is not the last night, this party takes place so that the backstage
crew can celebrate with us all. Fantastic food as always at PYPLC and crazy
cabarets, from the Girls, Boys and the Bunker.

Saturday Matinee Tea at the Swan

Saturday Matinee Tea at the Swan

As always, between shows on Saturday, we feast on the excellent repast
provided by the PYPLC staff. A little bit of relaxation before the final show when
gifts are exchanged by the boys and girls.

A couple of selfies between the shows.
What a good looking lot!

How Good Was the Show? - Just Read On!
WORCESTER NEWS REVIEW
“Walking on Sunshine” Worcester Musical Theatre Company
Worcester News
THE first night for any company can be a daunting affair but there wasn’t a
hint of any nerves as this flash, bang, wallop of a show got into its stride.
This feast of music and dance features more than a hundred performers and
at times it felt as if the golden days of Hollywood had descended en masse
across Sabrina Bridge and take up residence at Worcester’s Swan Theatre.
Take that umbrella routine for instance. If that’s not Busby Berkeley then I’m a
pickled walnut. In fact, as that other bitchy old judge we all love to hate on
Strictly might have said, it’s a case of one word, three syllables… fab-u-lous
dahling!
Producer Val Knight has quite obviously pulled out all the stops with this
show. By the looks of it, she’s drilled these performers with all the zeal of a
parade ground sergeant in order to get what she wants.
And boy, has it paid off. The footwork is faultless, there are no collisions
during some very ornate routines, and yes at last – everyone’s smiling, even
the blokes, who in previous years have sometimes appeared as if they’ve just
sat in something.
But no, everyone knew what they had to do, whether it was a paso doble,
waltz or jive in Strictly Movies, or letting it all hang out for the Motown section.
Some of these dancers are mesmerising, such is the slickness of the moves.
And the voices, too – Dave Alban has a great soul voice.
Meanwhile, the Harlequin Stage School girls and boys shone with a dazzling
brilliance. Now that’s a company jam-packed with the stars of the future if
ever there was one.
And also showing great promise were the children of Claines and Wilden
schools, who also seemed to sense that something wonderful was afoot on
this cold November night.
Elsewhere, providing the links was compere Paul Bellamy, whose jokes are
getting better every year.
Walking on Sunshine runs until Saturday, November 5 – and nothing could be
more appropriate for bonfire night than this jumping jack of a show.

John Philpott

Message from NODA to Dick.

Dear Dick
To you and all at Worcester Musical Theatre Company, a Big Thank You for your
warm welcome and kind hospitality shown to Karen and myself and we enjoyed
the evening immensely.
I can only echo the very valid words expressed by your excellent compere Paul
Bellamy that “these shows do not happen by themselves”. Many congratulations
to all involved with Walking on Sunshine both on stage and behind the scenes.
The show pulsated with high energy, superb choreography, impressive vocals
and harmony in the widest possible range of musical pieces. Full of colour, and
pace and comedy the total performance from a hugely talented company
entertained us all magnificently. A special congratulatory message too for all the
young people in the show, who were amazing. Your canine friends also played
their part in the whole evening.
Thank you again for providing such high quality entertainment that also is
hugely beneficial to such a worthwhile cause and we look forward to having an
opportunity to enjoy future productions.
Kind regards
Ian
Ian C Cox
NODA West Midlands regional Councillor

Message to Trevor Kings
Morning TJ,
I just have to let someone know just how much we appreciated last night’s
show. It was so professional, slick, and highly entertaining. The cast, their
costumes, choice of music, supported by great musicians and direction, all
bought together by a fantastic sound system.
My daughter Cheryl and her husband frequently visit theatres in London, on
average once a month, and were truly impressed by the sheer quality of
content, and the performers. I just have to include the “welcomers” and front of
house personnel who were very welcoming and helpful. Many thanks for
arranging the tickets. We have booked our tickets for next year as have most of
our party, and we are already looking forward to another great show.
John Marks

Start of next years show 1st Producers Meetings
Next years show producers met on the 14th, 21st and 28th November (no time to
relax on your laurels!) and the musical content and section planning of Razzle
Dazzle has been more or less finalised,
1st Singing Rehearsals for Razzle Dazzle
It was decided that we needed to get ahead with learning the music for the CD early
this year (actually, there were loud demands by a fair number of people for cheese
and wine and get-togethers). So the CD making team (which seems to be getting
larger all the time - funny that!), met on Monday 12th December for the first sing
through of three sections of the music for next years show

Aftermath of 13
people at the first
singing rehearsal!

Important WMTC Dates
Saturday 7th January 2017
AGM followed by DVD Night at PYPLC 7.30 pm.
The ethos of the committee is of a group of friends working towards a common
goal. If you feel you could contribute, please make your interest known to your Rep.
After the AGM, see how the show looked and sounded to the audience.
Complimentary bar and nibbles too!
DVD pre-orders to Annie please.(£10)(Blu-Ray £15)
Monday 13th March

Meet the show ’Razzle Dazzle’ PYPLC 7.30 pm.

Monday 3rd April

Main Auditions for “Razzle Dazzle” - PYPLC 7.30 pm.

Monday 24th April

First rehearsal for “Razzle Dazzle”

Tuesday 31st October 2017 Opening Night of “Razzle Dazzle”.

Carol Singing at Worcester Royal Hospital - 19th December 2016

Carol Singing and Christmas Supper
We had a brilliant time carolling around the wards. Thank you for having us, for
the lovely refreshments and for the warm reception!
Here are some of the lovely comments from David Southall’s Facebook post.
David John Southall - Carolling around the wards with Worcester Musical Theatre
Company. So good to meet up with Anne Lloyd-Jones and crew- my 7th year
running! Great reception from staff and patients. Special thanks to Sue Meredith
for laying on nibbles and Jen for leading a group
Renate Brown-Goode - It was brilliant, brought a huge smile to my face x
Karen Shepheard - Loved it thanks for coming to see us David John Southall made my day.
David John Southall - Loved it...you are superstars x same time next year?
Debb Hughes - This made my day yesterday xx Thank you to all those who gave
up their time to sing for us. Thank you also to David and the other chaplains for
their ongoing support. Love you all xxx
Sue Meredith - Better than gold-dust. Absolutely priceless. An evening filled with
peace, comfort & joy. As ever, loved being there; singing around the Christmas
tree to begin , then carolling on the wards. With heartfelt thanks to David; Jen;
Annie, & friends; patients; relatives & staff xxx

The carol singers
assembled in the
entrance hall of
Worcester Royal.

The traditional end
to the carol singing
with a fine repast at
PYPLC.

WMTC Christmas Greetings
The following members have generously
donated to Guide Dogs for the Blind instead
of sending their WMTC friends a Christmas
card.
These donations allow us to send another
£131 to this very worthy cause. The proceeds
of the Fun Run raffle have gone to them too.
Thank you all very much!
Joyce Brown – Happy Christmas and good health and
happiness to you all in 2017
Diane Hine and John Kings - Seasonal greetings to all our
friends at WMTC, and let’s have a splendid 2017
Edie Glover – Happy Christmas and a healthy New Year
Val and Ken Knight – Have a lovely Christmas
Doreen Pritchard – With love to you all at Christmas
Jacque and Steve Cook – Have a great Christmas everyone
David and Margaret Rippe – Seasons Greetings
Stuart and Julie Southern – Merry Christmas to all
Royston Gething – Warm wishes to all at Christmas
Mary and Colin Phillips – Happy Christmas!
Ellie and Jonathan Bugg – Have a brilliant Christmas!
Sue and John Love – Merry Christmas to you all.
Ed and Annie Lloyd-Jones – It’s the most wonderful time of
the year!

WMTC Lottery Syndicate News
Greet Cottage
27 Pinkett Street
Worcester
WR3 7EB
01905 456133 or 07729056242
4th December 2016
Dear All,
The WMTC Lottery year is almost over, the final draw being on 17th
December. Ed and I are happy to continue with our weekly quest to win
the Big One!
We seem to get a lot of free draws these days, and one of those
resulted in a win, bringing the total winnings for the year to £190 exactly.
That’s £ 8.64 for each player.
Our next annual attempt to become millionaires begins on Saturday
24th December.
Every member is welcome to join the WMTC Lottery. If you join, you
must commit to one year’s membership of the syndicate.
If you decide to leave the WMTC Lottery on 24.12.16 please let me
know before then so I don’t hound you for your payments!
It is easiest for everyone if we can collect a whole year’s worth in one
go, which will of course be £52. This year’s players should deduct £8.64
from the £52, making it £43.36, as their last year’s winnings will cover
their first few weeks.
This is our dedicated Lottery Account
First Direct
Everyday Savings Account
sort code; 40 47 87
account: 72368080
Please use the account reference 'Lottery’ (and your name) so I know
you have paid.
Cheques should be made payable to A Lloyd-Jones please, or cash, if
delivered personally, is fine too.
Hopefully this covers everything.
Thanks everyone and fingers crossed for a bumper win sometime soon!
Annie and Ed xx

Our Next Show

A final note from your editors.
Have a Happy Christmas and a Prosperous, Peaceful and
Healthy New Year.

Ken and Ed

